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Abstract
A previously presented model for generating 2D estimates of the divertor plasma conditions at
JET from deuterium Balmer line intensity ratios, obtained from tomographic reconstructions of
divertor camera images, was amended to consider also the Balmer emission arising from
molecular processes. Utilizing the AMJUEL and H2VIBR atomic and molecular databases of
EIRENE enabled also inference of the molecular divertor density from the distinguished
molecularly induced emission. Analysis of a JET L-mode density scan suggests the molecularly
induced emission accounting for up to 60%–70% and 10%–20% of the Balmer Dα and Dγ

intensities, respectively, at the onset of detachment, while electron-ion recombination becomes
increasingly dominant with deepening detachment. Similar observations were made by
post-processing EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations, which indicated significant roles of molecular
D+

2 ions and vibrational excitation of the D2 molecules as precursors for the molecularly
induced emission. The experimentally inferred molecular density at the outer strike point was
found to increase monotonously with decreasing strike point temperature, reaching
approximately 30%–50% of the local electron density at nmol,osp = 1–2 ×1020 m−3 at
Te,osp ≈ 0.7 eV. A further steep increase by a factor of 3–5 was observed with decrease of Te,osp
to 0.5 eV. The observations are in qualitative and reasonable quantitative agreement with
EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions of nmol,osp within the uncertainties of the experimental data.

7 See the author list of ‘Overview of JET results for optimising ITER operation’
by J Mailloux et al to be published in Nuclear Fusion Special Issue: Overview
and Summary Papers from the 28th Fusion Energy Conference (Nice, France,
10–15 May 2021).
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1. Introduction

Tomographic reconstructions of filtered divertor camera
images are used in several tokamaks [1–16] for resolving
visible-range divertor emission characteristics in the 2D pol-
oidal plane. These reconstructions enable localized applic-
ations ranging from investigations of impurity erosion and
migration to provision of reference data for re-producing
experimental divertor plasma conditions with interpretative
modelling.

Recently, different methods have been demonstrated at, e.g.
ASDEX Upgrade [17], MAST Upgrade [18], JET [19, 20]
and TCV [21] for using tomographic reconstructions of the
deuterium Balmer line emission for inferring estimates of
divertor plasma conditions, such as electron temperature, Te,
and density, ne, atomic deuterium density, nat, ionization rate,
Sion, and recombination rate, Srec, directly based on the emis-
sion data. These methods complement the established line-
integrated spectroscopic measurements of Te [22, 23], ne
[24–26] and Sion/rec [23, 27, 28], offering improved localiz-
ation, as well as decreased potential for misinterpretations due
to line-integration effects [19, 23] and reflections from metal-
lic wall surfaces [6, 29].

Inference of plasma conditions from the Balmer line emis-
sion relies on atomic databases, providing a link between the
emission intensity and Te, ne and nat with collisional-radiative
models [30–32]. These models, however, typically consider
the Balmer emission as a purely atomic process, whereas
also molecular processes in the plasma are known to result
in excited deuterium atoms [33–35], consequently yielding
an additional emission contribution unaccounted for by the
atomic models. This molecularly induced emission compon-
ent has been observed to even dominate the emission of low-
excitation Balmer lines at the onset of divertor detachment
[34–41], introducing a risk for potential misinterpretation of
the emission data, if the molecular processes are not taken into
account.

Means for addressing the molecularly induced Balmer
emission in the experimental estimation of the plasma con-
ditions in the JET divertor from camera observations by the
methodology presented in [19, 20] were introduced in [41]
together with a brief demonstration of utilizing the distin-
guished emission component for inference of the molecu-
lar divertor density. This work revisits and expands the ana-
lysis of [41], providing closer experimental inspection of the
different emission components and distributions of electron,
atomic and molecular densities during detachment in the low-
confinement mode (L-mode) with qualitative comparisons to
EDGE2D-EIRENE [42–44] modelling predictions. Moreover,
the role of the vibrational excitation of the molecules in the
molecularly induced Balmer emission and its interpretation
is discussed.

2. Estimates of molecularly induced Balmer
emission contribution and molecular density from
divertor camera data

The methodology presented in [19, 20] was amended by intro-
ducing the contribution of the molecularly induced emission
into the optimization model for solving estimates for Te, ne
and nat from the intensity ratios of the tomographic recon-
structions of the Balmer Dα (656.1 nm), Dγ (433.9 nm) and
Dε (393.9 nm) line emissions. The resulting estimate for the
molecularly induced emission fraction can be further used to
infer the molecular divertor density within the Balmer emis-
sion regions. The amended methodology presented below has
been briefly introduced and benchmarked in [41]. The prin-
ciple of the method is repeated here with increased attention
on the treatment of vibrationally excited D2 molecules and the
individual reactions considered in the inference of the molecu-
lar density.

2.1. Expansion of optimization model with molecularly
induced emission fraction

The total intensity of a spectral line emitted in an electronic
transition between two energy states with principal quantum
numbers p and q can be considered as a sum of emission
arising from the purely atomic processes of electron-impact
excitation and electron-ion recombination, as well as the
molecular processes as

Ip→q = Iat,excp→q + Iat,recp→q + Imol
p→q, (1)

where the emission components associated with the afore-
mentioned processes are denoted by the superscripts of the
respective terms of the equation. By applying the presentation
of the collisional-radiative model of the ADAS atomic data-
base [45] to the excitation and recombination components and
considering the intensity of the molecularly induced compon-
ent as fraction fmol of the total intensity, equation (1) can be
written as

Ip→q =
1
4π

natnePECexc
p→q (ne,Te)︸ ︷︷ ︸

atomic, excitation

+ninePEC
rec
p→q (ne,Te)︸ ︷︷ ︸

atomic, recombination


+ fmolIp→q︸ ︷︷ ︸

molecular

≈ 1
4π (1− fmol)

[
natnePEC

exc
p→q (ne,Te)

+ n2ePEC
rec
p→q (ne,Te)

]
. (2)

The photon excitation coefficients, PECexc/rec
p→q (ne,Te),

provided by the ADAS database, describe the ne- and Te
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dependence of the purely atomic emission components. The
approximation of equal ion and electron densities, ni ≈ ne,
has been made in equation (2), corresponding to an effective
charge state close to unity, Zeff ≈ 1. Potential deviations from
Zeff ≈ 1 are not believed to have a significant effect on the
accuracy of the method in the plasma conditions for which it
is the most suitable, as discussed in [20].

The estimates for ne and Te are obtained from solutions of
the non-analytic optimization model

(
PECexc

γ PEC rec
ε −PEC rec

γ PECexc
ε

) Iα
Iε

+(PECexc
α PEC rec

ε −PEC rec
α PECexc

ε )
Iγ
Iε

+PECexc
α PEC rec

γ −PEC rec
α PECexc

γ = 0, (3)

thoroughly described and benchmarked in [19, 20] with the
implicit dependencies of the PECs not repeated here for sim-
plicity, using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm [46, 47].
In parallel, estimates for nat and fmol are obtained by simul-
taneously optimizing the Iα

Iε
and Iγ

Iε
intensity ratios against the

measured values with the help of equation (2). The inclusion of
the fmol variable is an amendment to the original model presen-
ted in [19, 20], in which the purely atomic ADAS represent-
ation without the molecularly induced term provided only a
solution for nat.

Themolecularly induced contributions are considered inde-
pendently for Dα and Dγ emissions by introducing new
optimization variables fmol,α and fmol,γ into the optimiza-
tion model via equation (2), as described above. The values
of fmol,α and fmol,γ are allowed to range freely between 0
and 0.99 with currently no ties to predictions of any phys-
ical model. Due to the decreasing trend of the magnitude of
the molecularly induced contribution with increasing elec-
tronic excitation state, as observed experimentally in [35] and
by post-processing EDGE2D-EIRENE simulation results in
section 3.1, the Dε (p= 7 → q= 2) emission is assumed to
be relatively unaffected by the molecular processes in compar-
ison to Dα (p= 3 → q= 2) and Dγ (p= 5 → q= 2). Con-
sequently, introduction of an fmol,ε variable into the optimiza-
tion model was not found necessary.

As discussed in [19, 20], the estimates of Te and ne are con-
strained with the help of line-integrated spectroscopic meas-
urements. The introduction of the additional unknown vari-
ables fmol,α and fmol,γ in the optimization model is allowed by
tightening of these constraints. In the benchmark studies per-
formed in [41] using synthetically generated Balmer emission
with purely atomic and molecularly induced contributions, the
methodwas found to re-produce themolecularly induced com-
ponent primarily within 25% of the reference. This suggests
successful preservation of the performance of the optimization
model also with the increased number of unknown variables.

It is noted that, despite being described as the molecularly
induced fractions here, the fmol,α and fmol,γ parameters account
for all emission observed in addition to the ADAS represent-
ation of the purely atomic excitation and recombination com-
ponents. This includes the potential effect of re-absorption of

the deuterium Lyman (p→ q= 1) emission, which has been
prominently observed in detached and high-recycling con-
ditions in JET experiments [23] and simulations for ITER
[48–50] and can amplify the Balmer line emission from the
standard optically thin ADAS predictions due to re-population
of the low excitation states [23, 51]. The potential effects of the
Lyman opacity on the analysis presented here, as well as pro-
spects for addressing it adaptively by re-calculating the ADAS
PECs according to spectroscopically resolved Lyman emis-
sion escape factors [23] will be reported elsewhere.

2.2. Inference of molecular density

Assuming that the local values of Te, ne, nmol and the distri-
bution of the vibrational excitation states, ν, of the hydrogen
molecules are known, the molecularly induced Balmer emis-
sion intensities arising from processes involving species H∗

can be calculated as

Ip→q,mol =
1
4π

Ap→qnmol ×
∑
H∗

∑
ν

×
[
fν (Te)×NH∗→H(p)

H(p)/H∗ (ne,Te)

×RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2
(ne,Te,ν)

]
(4)

with the help of the AMJUEL [52] and H2VIBR [53] atomic
and molecular databases of EIRENE. Here, Ap→q is the Ein-
stein coefficient for spontaneous emission in a given transition,
whose population is determined by the cascading sum terms,
while H(p) and H2(ν) denote H atoms on excited state p and
H2 molecules on vibrational state ν, respectively. The terms
of the equation are discussed in more detail below.

The weights of the different vibrational states are given by
the fractional abundances, fν (Te), which in this work are cal-
culated using the collisional-radiative Python tool CRUMPET
[54], which solves the linearized set of collisional-radiative
equations using the H2VIBR reaction rates to resolve the
vibrational distribution of the H2 molecules based on the local
Te. The CRUMPET calculations do not consider electronic
transitions, omitting thus vibrational redistribution via elec-
tronically excited states, or the effect of the velocity dis-
tribution of the H2 molecules due to lack of correspond-
ing vibrationally resolved reaction rates in H2VIBR. More
accurate predictions of the vibrational population distributions
could thus be obtained by using a more complete collisional-
radiative model, such as the Yacora package [33, 55, 56], as
discussed in [57].

The population of the H atoms on excitation state p, res-
ulting from molecular processes of an arbitrary species H∗,
is given by the ne- and Te-dependent N

H∗→H(p)
H(p)/H∗ (ne,Te) term,

which is provided by AMJUEL as a ratio between the dens-
ities of H(p) and H∗. The super- and subscripts of the term
thus indicate the described process and its output format.
Similarly, the generation of H∗ from the H2 molecules is
described by RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2
(ne,Te,ν) as a ratio between the H∗

and H2 densities. The ν dependence is considered by scaling

3
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Table 1. AMJUEL [52] and H2VIBR [53] reactions used for calculating the population and generation terms and the cross-sections in
equations (4)–(6). The reactions of H2 molecules with both electrons and H+ ions are considered in the total reaction cross-sections

⟨σv⟩H2(ν)→H+
2 . For the NH∗→H(p)

H(p)/H∗ terms, the AMJUEL reaction IDs are given with alternative endings ‘a’ and ‘d’, corresponding to

reactions resulting in Hα and Hγ emission, respectively. Note that, due to accounting of H+
2 ions in the reaction, the AMJUEL rate for

generation of H+
3 ions needs to be multiplied with R

H2(ν)→H+
2

H+
2 /H2

nH2
ne

to obtain the
nH

+
2

nH2
ratio.

H∗ Term Reaction Database Reaction ID

H2 NH2 →H(p)
H(p)/H2

H2 + e→ ·· ·+H(p) AMJUEL H.12.2.2.5a/d (Hα/Hγ)

H+
2 N

H+
2 →H(p)

H(p)/H+
2

H+
2 + e→ ·· ·+H(p) AMJUEL H12.2.2.14a/d (Hα/Hγ)

R
H2(ν=0)→H+

2

H+
2 /H2

H2 (ν = 0)+H+ → ·· ·+H+
2 AMJUEL H11.2.0b

H2 (ν = 0)+ e→ ·· ·+H+
2 AMJUEL H12.2.0b

⟨σv⟩H2(ν=0)→H+
2 H2 (ν = 0)+H+ → H+H+

2 H2VIBR H2.2.0l2

H2 (ν = 0)+ e→ 2e+H+
2 H2VIBR H2.2.0l4

...
...

...
...

⟨σv⟩H2(ν=14)→H+
2 H2 (ν = 14)+H+ → H+H+

2 H2VIBR H2.2.14l2

H2 (ν = 14)+ e→ 2e+H+
2 H2VIBR H2.2.14l4

H+
3 N

H+
3 →H(p)

H(p)/H+
3

H+
3 + e→ ·· ·+H(p) AMJUEL H12.2.2.15a/d (Hα/Hγ)

R
H2(ν)→H+

3

H+
3 /H2

H2 (ν)+H+
2 → H+

3 +H AMJUEL H11.4.0a × R
H2(ν)→H+

2

H+
2 /H2

nH2
ne

H− NH−→H(p)
H(p)/H− H− +H+ → ·· ·+H(p) AMJUEL H12.7.2a/d (Hα/Hγ)

RH2(ν=0)→H−

H−/H2
H2 (ν = 0)+ e→ H− +H AMJUEL H11.7.0b

⟨σv⟩H2(ν=0)→H−
H2 (ν = 0)+ e→ H+H− H2VIBR H2.2.0l3

...
...

...
...

⟨σv⟩H2(ν=14)→H−
H2 (ν = 14)+ e→ H+H− H2VIBR H2.2.14l3

the solution for the vibrational ground state, ν= 0, given by
AMJUEL, with the help of ν-specific (up to ν= 14) cross-
sections for the investigated reaction, provided by H2VIBR,
according to

RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2
= RH2(ν=0)→H∗

H∗/H2

⟨σv⟩H2(ν)→H∗

⟨σv⟩H2(ν=0)→H∗ . (5)

Given the experimental estimates for the molecularly
induced emission components and divertor plasma conditions,
provided by the optimization model discussed in section 2.1,
equation (4) can be inverted to yield the molecular divertor
density:

nmol =
4πIp→q,mol

Ap→q

[∑
H∗

∑
ν

[
fνN

H∗→H(p)
H(p)/H∗ ×RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2

]]−1

.

(6)

Unlike the estimates for fmol,α and fmol,γ , which are allowed
to range freely in the optimization process, the ν dependences
of the RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2
terms in equation (6) make the inferred nmol

subject to the assumptions made on the vibrational excitation.
The assumptions are further complicated by the reaction rates
of AMJUEL and H2VIBR—which are also used by CRUM-
PET in calculation of the vibrational distributions—existing

only for hydrogen, questioning their validity for analysing
deuterium plasmas due to the differences in the vibrational
behaviour of the H2 and D2 molecules.

The molecularly induced Balmer emission is assumed to
arise from processes involving the H2 molecules, molecular
ions H+

2 and H+
3 and the negative H− ions [33]. The AMJUEL

and H2VIBR reactions required for calculations of NH∗→H(p)
H(p)/H∗

and RH2(ν)→H∗

H∗/H2
for these species in equations (4)–(6) are lis-

ted in table 1, while a subset of the reactions discussed in [54],
consisting of H2VIBR reactions dependent only on Te, is used
for the CRUMPET calculations of f ν . Earlier studies [58–60]
suggest that the production of D− ions is expected to be insig-
nificant in comparison to H− at divertor-relevant temperatures
due to significantly lower cross-section for the generation of
D− fromD2 molecules via dissociative attachment than for the
corresponding reaction for H2. Consequently, cases of includ-
ing and omitting the reactions involving negative ions are con-
sidered separately in this work.

Due to the emission-based nature of the method, molecular
densities can only be inferred in regions with sufficient deu-
terium Balmer emission. Consequently, molecules residing in
cold and remote regions, such as the private flux region and
the divertor far SOL, in which the Balmer emission is faint
or not observed, are omitted. Further discussion on the spatial
restrictions of the method can be found in [20].

4
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3. EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions of molecularly
induced Balmer emission

The individual emission contributions due to H2, H
+
2 , H

+
3

and H− were investigated in comparison to the purely atomic
excitation and recombination components by post-processing
EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations. The simulations comprise a
JET L-mode density scan across a roughly similar input para-
meter range as the experimental density scan discussed in
sections 4 and 5, with the outer divertor ranging from high-
recycling to detached conditions, and are described in detail
in [20]. As emphasized in [20], the simulations are considered
primarily as an indicative guideline for the behaviour of the
divertor conditions during low-power L-mode detachment.
Case-specific re-adjustment of the anomalous radial transport
coefficients and the input power to account for changes in
radial particle and heat transport and the Ohmic heating power
during the density scan was not performed. Accurate quantit-
ative re-production of the plasma conditions of the discussed
experimental density scan was, thus, not expected.

While the simulated outer divertor Te was observed in [20]
to cover approximately the same range as in the experiment,
EDGE2D-EIRENEwas found to underestimate the divertor ne
by a factor of 3–4 and, consequently, the volumetric recom-
bination by an order of magnitude with respect to the corres-
ponding experimental estimates. Likely due to these shortcom-
ings, equally deep detachment as observed in the experiment
was not achieved with EDGE2D-EIRENE. Hence, comparis-
ons between the simulations and the experimental estimates
in this work are predominantly qualitative, acknowledging the
potential for quantitative discrepancies arising from the afore-
mentioned inconsistencies in divertor ne.

3.1. Contributions of different components in Hα, Hγ and Hδ

emission

The molecularly induced emission contributions were calcu-
lated from the EDGE2D-EIRENE simulation output by meth-
ods described in section 2.2 with the purely atomic excitation
and recombination components provided by the ADAS repres-
entation of the atomic part in equation (2). In addition to the
Hα and Hγ emission, also the Hδ (p= 6 → q= 2) line was
considered to demonstrate the molecularly induced contribu-
tion in high-excitation emission lines. Here, Hδ acts as a proxy
for Hε, which is otherwise used in the experimental analysis,
due to lack of the required AMJUEL and H2VIBR data for the
latter. The investigation of the different emission components
was made using the plasma conditions at the outer strike point
through the process of detachment with the H2 molecules at
their vibrational ground state and with the distribution of the
vibrational states calculated by CRUMPET.

3.1.1. Dominance of the molecularly induced component in
Hα emission. At outer strike point electron temperatures of
Te,osp > 2.0 eV, the simulations suggest the electron-impact
excitation yielding the strongest component of the Hα emis-
sion in figures 1(a) and (b). With decreasing temperature, the
intensity of excitation component decreases steeply, while the

electron-ion recombination component increases steadily, sur-
passing the intensity of the excitation component at Te,osp ≈
1.5 eV and peaking in detached conditions at Te,osp ≈ 0.6 eV.
The aforementioned purely atomic emission components are
consistently several orders of magnitude more intense than
those induced by the H2 molecules directly and the H+

3 ions.
The significance of the molecularly induced emission and

the importance of considering the vibrational excitation of the
H2 molecules become evident in the investigation of the Hα

emission due to the H+
2 and H− ions in figures 1(a) and (b).

Omitting vibrational excitation in figure 1(a), the H+
2 -induced

Hα intensity remains approximately an order of magnitude
below that of the atomic excitation component at Te,osp >
2.5 eV and increases to a comparable level with the purely
atomic emission at Te,osp = 1.0–1.5 eV before decreasing
by an order of magnitude with decreasing temperature below
Te,osp ≈ 1.0 eV. The inclusion of vibrational excitation of the
H2 molecules in figure 1(b) increases the H+

2 -driven intensity
by a factor of 4–5 at Te,osp < 2.5 eV, making it the strongest
single emission component, until the atomic recombination
component surpasses it in deep detachment at Te,osp < 0.7 eV.

An even more drastic effect is observed for the H−-induced
emission whose intensity increases from insignificant levels
in figure 1(a) by up to four orders of magnitude to above
the purely atomic component at Te,osp < 2.0 eV via the intro-
duction of vibrational excitation in figure 1(b). Apart from
the lowest temperatures at Te,osp < 0.7 eV, the predicted H−-
induced emission, however, remains less intense than that due
to the H+

2 ions across the studied temperature range.
The combination of themolecularly induced emission com-

ponents is observed to dominate the total Hα intensity at the
onset of detachment in figures 1(g) and (h). The relative con-
tribution peaks at Te,osp ≈ 1.1 eV, approximately coinciding
with the roll-over and emerging descent of the target ion cur-
rent, Φot, when the intensity of the electron-impact excitation
component has decreased due to the decreasing temperature
and the electron-ion recombination component is still increas-
ing towards its peak at lower temperatures. Below Te,osp ≈
1.0 eV, the significance of the molecularly induced Hα emis-
sion is observed to decrease with deepening detachment due to
the increase of electron-ion recombination component and the
decrease of the molecularly induced components presented in
figures 1(a) and (b).

As discussed above, the intensities of the H+
2 - and H−-

driven emission components increase significantly, when the
vibrational excitation of H2 molecules is considered, which is
demonstrated in figures 1(g) and (h). At the vibrational ground
state in figure 1(g), the molecularly induced emission contri-
bution exceeds the 50% fraction at Te,osp ≈ 1.0–1.5 eV, reach-
ing 55% at Te,osp ≈ 1.2 eV. With the vibrational excitation
considered in figure 1(h), noticeably stronger dominance is
observed across a wider temperature range, starting earlier in
the detachment process at Te,osp < 2.2 eV. In the deuterium-
relevant case with the H− ions ignored, a peak molecularly
induced emission fraction of 86% is reached at Te,osp ≈ 1.2 eV,
followed by a decrease to approximately 20% with decreas-
ing Te,osp with the increasing electron-ion recombination com-
ponent becoming dominant at Te,osp < 0.7 eV. If H− ions are
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Figure 1. EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions of Balmer Hα (a), (b), Hγ (c), (d) and Hδ (e), (f) emission intensities as functions of the outer
strike point electron temperature, distinguished between purely atomic electron-impact excitation (blue) and electron-ion recombination
(red) and molecular processes of H2 (green), H

+
2 (magenta), H+

3 (cyan) and H− (dashed yellow) with the H2 molecules at their vibrational
ground state (a), (c), (e) and with their vibrational distribution, P(ν), calculated by CRUMPET (b), (d), (f). The corresponding relative
contributions of the excitation (blue), recombination (red) and total molecularly induced (green) emission components of Hα (g), (h), Hγ (i),
(j) and Hδ (k), (l) with (dashed) and without (solid) inclusion of the H− contribution with the H2 molecules at ν= 0 (g), (i), (k) and with
P(ν) calculated by CRUMPET (h), (j), (l). The roll-over curve of the outer target ion current, Φot (grey), is presented in arbitrary units in
(g)–(l) as a guideline for the detachment process. The fluctuation of the curves at low Te,osp is due to numerical fluctuation of the simulated
divertor plasma conditions at the lowest temperatures. Note the logarithmic y axes in (a)–(f) and the logarithmic x axes in all subplots.

included in the investigation, the molecular processes account
for up to 90%of the total Hα emission at the roll-over point and
retain the dominance also with deepening detachment, remain-
ing above 60% even at the low end of the studied temperature
range at Te,osp = 0.55 eV.

The discussed dominating role of the H+
2 ions in the

molecularly induced and total Hα emissions is consistent with
earlier modelling predictions and experimental analyses dis-
cussed in [34–36, 38–40]. Likewise, the equally significant
role of H− ions at low Te, if negative ions are considered in
the analysis, is in agreement with the comparisons presented
in [34, 35].

3.1.2. Decreasing significance of molecularly induced
emission with increasing electronic excitation state. The
molecularly induced components of the Hγ emission in
figures 1(c) and (d) and Hδ emission in figures 1(e) and (f)
show similar qualitative behaviour as the corresponding Hα

components in figures 1(a) and (b). However, their intensit-
ies are noticeably lower in comparison to the purely atomic

excitation and recombination components than in the case of
Hα. With the vibrational excitation of H2 considered, peak
molecularly induced Hγ and Hδ emission fractions of 39%
and 23%, respectively, are observed in figures 1(j) and (l),
with the emission becoming increasingly more dominated by
electron-ion recombination at higher excitation states. In com-
parison to the Hα emission, the molecularly induced Hγ and
Hδ fractions were observed to peak at higher temperatures of
Te,osp ≈ 2.3–3.5 eV and showed barely noticeable increase at
lower temperatures via the inclusion of the H− ions.

In the benchmarks performed in [41], the method dis-
cussed in section 2.1 was found incapable of distinguishing
molecularly induced emission fractions below 10%. Based
on the almost linear decrease of the maximum molecularly
induced emission fraction as a function of the increasing
principal quantum number of the electronic excitation state
observed in figures 1(h), (j) and (l), the molecularly induced
Hε contribution—for which AMJUEL and H2VIBR do not
contain the required reaction rates—is estimated to fall into
the aforementioned region of uncertainty. This supports the
assumption of the Hε emission being relatively unaffected by
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the molecular processes and the resulting simplification of
not including a fmol,ε variable in the optimization model in
section 2.1.

3.2. Role of vibrational excitation in generation of H+
2 and H+

ions

The increase in the molecularly induced Balmer emission dis-
cussed above arises from a significant increase in the gen-
eration of H+

2 and H− ions from H2 molecules at vibra-
tional excitement above the ground state. The effect was
demonstrated by utilizing equation (5) and the AMJUEL and
H2VIBR in table 1 to investigate individual contributions of
vibrational states ν = 0–14 with their population distribution
calculated by CRUMPET at different electron temperatures.

3.2.1. Population density distributions of the vibrationally
excited states. The CRUMPET calculations of the vibra-
tional distributions of the H2 molecules in figures 2(a) and (b)
suggest strong dominance of the νH2 = 0 state—especially at
high temperatures of Te > 5.0 eV, when 80%–90% of the H2

molecules are in their vibrational ground state. The vibrational
excitation becomes more prominent with decreasing electron
temperatures, and the contributions of the νH2 > 1 states are
observed to increase by 1–2 orders of magnitude between the
Te = 9.0 eV and the Te < 4.0 eV cases in figure 2(a). However,
even at its lowest contributions at Te = 1.1–1.9 eV, the ground
state accounts for more than 53% of the H2 molecules. The
monotonous decrease of the population densities with increas-
ing νH2 of the example distributions in figure 2(a) is confirmed
as consistent behaviour at all temperatures by figure 2(b).
The preference of the ground state is broadly in agree-
ment with earlier experimental observations and modelling
predictions [57, 61–67].

3.2.2. Dominance of the ν = 4 state in production of H+
2 .

The low presence of the vibrationally excited states is com-
pensated by their significantly increased production of H+

2
ions in collisions with electrons and H+ ions. As observed in
figures 2(c) and (d), the cross-section for H+

2 production is the
highest for the νH2 = 4 state consistently across the studied
temperature range with the peaking becoming more emphas-
ized at low temperatures: at Te = 9.0 eV, the cross-section at
νH2 = 4 exceeds that at the ground state by approximately a
factor of 5, while at Te < 2.0 eV, the difference exceeds two
orders of magnitude. The peaking is attributed to the largest
overlap of the vibrational wave function of the ν = 4 state of
H2 with that of the H

+
2 ions.

Even with the strong decrease of the relative population
density with increasing νH2 the strong peaking of the cross-
section around νH2 = 4 is sufficient to cause a significant con-
tribution in the total production of H+

2 ions. The effective H+
2

production cross-section in figure 2(d), obtained as a normal-
ized sum with the help of the relative population densities in
figure 2(b), can be observed to deviate from that of the ground
state at Te < 5.0 eV and exceed it by approximately a factor of
5 at Te < 2.5 eV. When the effects of the population densities

Figure 2. Relative population densities of different H2 vibrational
states (a), (b), reaction cross-sections of production (c), (d), (g), (h)
and densities as fractions of the H2 density (e), (f), (i), (j) of the H

+
2

(c)–(f) and H− (g)–(j) ions. Subplots on the left column (a), (c), (e),
(g), (i) present example distributions as functions of the vibrational
state νH2 at Te = 0.5 eV (cyan), Te = 1.0 eV (green), Te = 3.5 eV
(red) and Te = 9.0 eV (blue), while the right column (b), (d), (f), (h),
(j) presents each νH2 state individually as functions of Te according
to the provided colour bar. In the right column, the νH2 = 0 and
νH2 = 4 (d), (f) states have been bolded to indicate the ground state
and the state with the consistently highest H+

2 production rate. The
black dashed curves represent the effective reaction cross-sections
normalized with the population distributions (d), (h) or the total
densities of the H+

2 and H− ions as fractions of the H2 density (f),
(j). Note the logarithmic y axes in all plots and the logarithmic x axis
in (b), (d), (f), (h), (j).

and the cross-sections are combined, figures 2(e) and (f) sug-
gest that more H+

2 ions are generated from H2 molecules at the
νH2 = 3–4 states than from the ground state at Te < 2.5 eV. In
total, figure 2(f) indicates that the H+

2 ions are a rare minority
species in the plasmawith their density ranging within 0.01%–
1.0% of the H2 density at detachment-relevant low temperat-
ures. Nevertheless, as discussed in section 3.1, even the minor
concentrations are sufficient to yield a major contribution in
the Balmer Hα emission.

3.2.3. Insignificance of the vibrational ground state in
production of H−. Figures 2(g) and (h) suggest that the
cross-section for the production of H− ions fromH2 molecules
at their vibrational ground state is insignificantly small in com-
parison to the vibrationally excited states. The cross-section
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can be seen to be 30–100 times higher than at the ground
state already at νH2 = 1, after which it increases steeply with
increasing νH2 until plateauing at νH2 ⩾ 6 to 5–7 orders of
magnitude above the cross-section at the ground state. Con-
sequently, the effective cross-section in figure 2(h) is 2–4
orders of magnitude higher than that of the ground state with
the difference increasing with decreasing Te.

Unlike for H+
2 ions, the cross-section for production of H−

ions is not observed to consistently peak at a distinct νH2 state.
The decrease of the population densities in figures 2(a) and
(b) decreases the contribution of the νH2 > 6 states in the pro-
duction of H−, and figures 2(i) and (j) suggest the νH2 = 4–6
states to be themost accountable for the generation of H− ions.
Figure 2(j) indicates the total density of H− ions to remain con-
sistently below 0.1% of the H2 density and to exceed the H+

2
density only at the lowest temperatures of Te < 0.7 eV.

4. Experimental estimates of molecularly induced
Balmer emission during detachment in JET L-mode
plasmas

The methodology discussed in section 2 was used to experi-
mentally investigate the contribution of molecular processes
in the Balmer Dα and Dγ emission in L-mode plasmas in JET.
Divertor camera data was processed for pulses 94759, 94762,
94771 and 94773, comprising an L-mode density scan dur-
ing which the outer divertor ranged from high-recycling con-
ditions to deep detachment. The experiment is described in
more detail in [20]. Distinction of the molecularly induced Dα

and Dγ emission was briefly presented in [41] as a demon-
stration of the method, concentrating on the conditions at the
outer strike point. The key results of [41] are repeated here in
sections 4.2 and 4.3 in a wider context with additional ana-
lysis provided on the evolution and the 2D characteristics of
the different deuterium emission contributions.

Previously, the closest indicator for 2D localization of the
D2 molecules in the (R,z) plane with the divertor camera sys-
tem of JET has been application of a narrow bandpass fil-
ter with the central wavelength of 602.0 nm and bandwidth
of 3.19 nm, which observes part of the spectral extent of
the D2 Fulcher-α band. The emission in this region is, how-
ever, strongly contaminated by continuum emission due to
bremsstrahlung, which cannot be spectrally resolved from the
actual Fulcher-α emission in the camera measurements. Con-
sequently, the camera observations in the 602.0-nm region
cannot be considered to provide a reliable quantitative or qual-
itative representation of the Fulcher-α emission. To assess the
improvements in 2D characterization of the molecules in the
divertor with the newly presented methods with respect to
the previously available indicators, tomographic reconstruc-
tions of camera images with the 602.0-nm filter—recorded
during pulse 94762, which was a similar density ramp pulse
as the more thoroughly analyzed 94759—are also discussed.
A purelymolecular reference is provided for the analysis of the
EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations by calculating the D2 Fulcher-
α intensity using the simulation output for the divertor Te, ne
and nmol and the AMJUEL H12.2.2.5f reaction data.

4.1. Spatial characteristics of the purely atomic, molecularly
induced and molecular deuterium emission during
detachment

The tomographic reconstructions of the Balmer Dα emis-
sion suggest concentration of the experimentally distinguished
molecularly induced emission component in figures 3(g)–(i) to
the vicinity of the outer strike point, while the poloidal exten-
sion of the total emission in figures 3(a)–(c) with decreasing
divertor temperature is attributed to the purely atomic com-
ponent in figures 3(d)–(f). At the strike point, the intensity of
the molecularly induced component is observed to be compar-
able to the purely atomic component but showing more inclin-
ation towards the far SOL, consequently widening the spatial
distribution of the total Dα emission radially near the outer
strike point. Approximately similar qualitative behaviour was
observed for the Dγ emission.

The spatial behaviour of the molecularly induced Balmer
Dα emission deviates significantly from that of the emission
around 602.0 nm in figures 3(j)–(l). While the molecularly
induced Balmer emission remains in the vicinity of the outer
strike point, the distribution of the emission around 602.0 nm
is observed to extend and shift to above the X-point with
proceeding detachment. This can partially be attributed to
the potential difference between the upper and lower elec-
tronic excitation states being relatively high at approximately
14 eV for Fulcher-α, consequently pushing the emission front
upstream towards higher temperatures with decreasing diver-
tor temperature. However, especially the strong peaking above
the X-point in deep detachment may also likely appear due
to a strong contribution from bremsstrahlung. This is suppor-
ted by camera observations during similar pulses with the W
I filter at 400.96 nm, which show the emission peaking above
the X-point in detached conditions, when the filter is expected
to observe primarily continuum emission rather than eroded
tungsten.

The expansion of the distributions of the different emis-
sion components is observed also in the poloidal profiles in
figures 5(a)–(c), obtained by tracking the distributions along
the path illustrated in figure 4 from the outer strike point to
the X-point and vertically across it into the core plasma. Sim-
ilar analysis is presented also for the corresponding emission
contributions calculated from the EDGE2D-EIRENE simula-
tion output in figures 5(d)–(f). It is noted that the EDGE2D-
EIRENE prediction of the molecularly induced emission con-
tribution is obtained using the AMJUEL andH2VIBR rates for
hydrogen, as discussed earlier. For a more deuterium-relevant
comparison to the experiment, the H− ions were ignored in the
calculation.

The experimentally distinguished purely atomic emission
increases significantly at the outer strike point, when Te,osp
decreases to approximately 1.0 eV due volumetric recombin-
ation. As the temperature in the divertor volume decreases
and the recombination region extends towards the X-point at
Te,osp < 1.0 eV—see [20] for poloidal investigation of Te and
Srec in the divertor—the peak of the purely atomic Dα com-
ponent shifts away from the strike point, and the poloidal pro-
file becomes increasingly flat between the strike point and
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Figure 3. Tomographic reconstructions of the Balmer Dα emission (a)–(c) and its purely atomic (d)–(f) and molecularly induced (g)–(i)
components, as well as the emission around 602.0 nm (j)–(l) at outer strike point electron temperatures of Te,osp ≈ 10.0 eV (a), (d), (g), (j),
Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV (b), (e), (h), (k) and Te,osp ≈ 0.5 eV (c), (f), (i), (l). The intensities in (j)–(l) have been scaled by factors of 500, 2000 and
1000, respectively, for illustrative purposes.

Figure 4. Path, visualized with the dashed green arrow, along
which the poloidal profiles of the emission and density distributions
in figures 5 and 9 are obtained.

the X-point. The EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in figure 5(d)
also show purely atomic Dα emission extending from the outer
strike point to the X-point, but due to less pronounced volu-
metric recombination processes predicted in the simulations
than in the experimental analysis, as discussed in [20], the
emission profiles reflect also the movement of the ionization
front upstream more prominently than in the experimental
emission data.

Both the experimental analysis and the EDGE2D-EIRENE
predictions show increase of themolecularly inducedDα com-
ponent with decreasing Te,osp near the outer strike point in
figures 5(b) and (e), followed by a noticeable decrease in
deep detachment at the lowest temperatures. The experimental
estimates in figure 5(b) suggest the molecularly induced emis-
sion remaining primarily within 5 cm from the strike point
with limited extension upstream at the lowest temperatures,
while flatter extension towards the X-point is predicted by the
simulations in figure 5(e). As observed previously in the 2D

emission distributions in figure 3, the experimentally recor-
ded emission around 602.0 nm in figure 5(c) shows signific-
antly wider poloidal coverage than the molecularly induced
Balmer emission with a distinct peak above the X-point at
the lowest Te,osp. In the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in
figure 5(f), the pure Fulcher-α emission front can be seen
shifting upstream, but a similar peak as in the experimental
data around 602.0 nm is not observed above the X-point in
deep detachment. This can partially be attributed to the sim-
ulations showing lower temperature in the X-point region
than estimated experimentally in [20], being insufficient to
excite as strong Fulcher-α emission. However, it is more likely
an indication of the incapability of resolving the Fulcher-
α emission from bremsstrahlung in the experimental camera
measurements.

4.2. Evolution of purely atomic and molecularly induced Dα

and Dγ contributions at the outer strike point during
detachment

Local investigation of the experimentally distinguished
Balmer Dα and Dγ emission components at the outer strike
point in figures 6 aligns mainly with the previously presen-
ted EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in figure 1. For clarity of
visualization, the molecularly induced emission component
was not divided into contributions from different molecular
processes in a similar fashion as in figure 1. Based on the
discussion of the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions and the pos-
tulated lack of D− ions, the molecularly induced emission
can, however, be assumed to be primarily driven by processes
involving D+

2 ions.
Unlike the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in figure 1, the

experimental camera observations in figures 6(a) and (c) do
not show strong Dα and Dγ emission due to electron-impact
excitation at Te,osp > 3.0 eV. Instead, the Dα and Dγ intensities
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Figure 5. Experimental estimates (a)–(c) and EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions (d)–(f) of poloidal profiles of the purely atomic (a), (d) and
molecularly induced (b), (e) Balmer Dα emission components, as well as the experimentally recorded emission around 602.0 nm (c) and the
molecular Fulcher-α band emission derived from EDGE2D-EIRENE (f) at Te,osp ≈ 10.0 eV (blue), Te,osp ≈ 1.3 eV (red), Te,osp ≈ 1.0 eV
(green), Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV (magenta) and Te,osp ≈ 0.5 eV (cyan). The∆l coordinate measures the distance from the outer strike point (∆l= 0)
along the path illustrated in figure 4. The vertical black dashed line marks the location of the X-point along the path.

Figure 6. Total (cyan) Balmer Dα (a) and Dγ (c) emission intensities recorded at the outer strike point together with their experimentally
distinguished excitation (blue), recombination (red) and molecularly induced (green) components and their respective relative fractions (b),
(d) of the total intensity as functions of the outer strike point electron temperature. The outer target ion current (grey) is presented in (a),
(c) in arbitrary units as a guideline for the detachment process. Note the logarithmic x axes.

remain low before increasing steeply below Te,osp < 2.0 eV
and peaking at approximately Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV, below the roll-
over temperature of Troll−over

e,osp ≈ 1.1 eV, defined here as the

temperature below which the plateau of the target ion cur-
rent turns into a steepening descent in figures 6(a) and (c).
Below Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV, the total Dα and Dγ intensities decrease
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steeply with decreasing Te,osp before settling at the low end of
the studied temperature range.

For Te,osp > 2.0 eV, figure 6(b) indicates approximately
even division of the Dα intensity between the electron-impact
excitation and molecularly induced components. It is noted
that due to the low emission intensities in this temperature
range, the analysis is characterized by high relative uncer-
tainties of the order of 50%. For Te,osp < 2.0 eV, the excita-
tion component decreases, while the observed increase in the
total emission in figure 6(a) coincides with the emergence of
the electron-ion recombination component, whose contribu-
tion in the total intensity increases steadily with decreasing
Te,osp in figure 6(b). The intensity of the molecularly induced
Dα increases together with the recombination component in
figure 6(a), as Te,osp decreases from 2.0 to 0.8 eV, with its rel-
ative contribution peaking at 60%–70% at Te,osp ≈ 1.0 eV in
figure 6(b).

The maximum molecularly induced Dα emission fraction
presented in figure 6(b) is somewhat lower than in the recent
observations at TCV, where the molecular processes were
found to account for almost 90% of the Dα emission at the
onset of detachment [35, 36]. The discrepancy may partially
be explained by the different wall materials between the two
devices: earlier modelling interpretations of JET experiments
suggest that the relative fraction of deuterium recycling from
the divertor targets as D2 molecules is approximately 30%
lower with the tungsten divertor of the JET-ILW with respect
to the carbon divertor of the preceding JET-C era [68, 69]. The
lower molecularly induced emission fraction observed at JET
may thus be a symptom of a larger share of the incoming deu-
terium flux being recycled as atoms instead of molecules in the
tungsten divertor of JET in comparison to the carbon diver-
tor of TCV. Moreover, the higher divertor electron densities
at JET are expected to result in stronger emission component
due to electron-ion recombination.

For Te,osp < 0.8 eV, the intensity of the molecularly induced
Dα component decreases with decreasing Te,osp, and its rel-
ative contribution falls to approximately 20%, while the
emission becomes increasingly more dominated by the recom-
bination component in agreement with the EDGE2D-EIRENE
predictions in figure 1. The qualitative behaviour of the total
Dα intensity in figure 6(a) thus follows that of the recombin-
ation component, which is found similar to the evolution of
the volumetric recombination rate at the outer strike point,
presented in [20], attributed to the interplay of the simultan-
eous decrease in Te,osp and ne,osp.

Figures 6(c) and (d) suggest significantly lower molecu-
larly induced contributions for Dγ than presented above for
Dα. The estimated molecularly induced emission fraction
remains primarily within 10%–20%, approaching the limits
of the method for successfully recognizing low emission con-
tributions, as discussed in [41]. The Dγ emission is, instead,
strongly dominated by the electron-ion recombination com-
ponent, whose relative contribution increases rapidly to above
80% in figure 6(d) for Te,osp < 2.0 eV, when a strong increase
in the Dγ intensity is observed in figure 6(c). As for Dα,
also the evolution of the Dγ emission intensity resembles

Figure 7. Experimentally estimated molecularly induced emission
fractions of Dα (blue data points) and Dγ (red data points) at the
outer strike point as functions of the outer strike point temperature
together with EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions of the molecularly
induced Hα (dark blue lines) and Hγ (dark red lines) emissions with
the H2 molecules at their vibrational ground state (dotted), as well
as with their vibrational distribution calculated by CRUMPET with
(dashed) and without (solid) the inclusion of H− ions in the
calculation of the emission. The shaded areas represent the error
bars of the experimental estimates. Note the logarithmic x axis.
Adapted from [41]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

qualitatively the behaviour of the outer strike point recombin-
ation rate presented in [20].

4.3. Indicative assessment of the validity of the assumptions
made on vibrational excitation and molecular processes

A direct comparison of the experimentally estimated molecu-
larly induced Dα and Dγ emission contributions and the
EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions of the corresponding Hα and
Hγ fractions in figure 7 shows qualitative and quantitative
agreement between the two analyses within the uncertain-
ties of the experimental data for Te,osp < 2.0 eV. In this tem-
perature range, the experimental data primarily lies within
the boundaries set by the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions with
the H2 molecules at their vibrational ground state and with the
vibrational distribution provided by CRUMPET without the
inclusion of the H− ions in the calculation of the emission. For
Te,osp > 2.0 eV, the experimental data does not show a similar
steep decrease in the molecularly induced emission fractions
as the simulation predictions, which is attributed to the previ-
ously discussed absence of the strong electron-impact excita-
tion component emerging in the simulations with increasing
Te,osp. With less pronounced excitation component in the sim-
ulations, a closer quantitative agreement of the molecularly
induced emission fractions could be expected in figure 7 also
at higher divertor temperatures.
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Figure 8. Experimental estimates of the 2D distributions of the electron (a)–(c), atomic (d)–(f) and molecular (g)–(i) divertor densities at
outer strike point electron temperatures of Te,osp ≈ 10.0 eV (a), (d), (g), Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV (b), (e), (h) and Te,osp ≈ 0.5 eV (c), (f), (i). The
molecular densities in (g)–(i) have been scaled by a factor of 4 for illustrative purposes.

The qualitative and quantitative agreement between the
solutions of the freely ranging fmol,α and fmol,γ optimization
variables in the experimental analysis and the modelling pre-
dictions based on physical models is a promising indication
of the functionality of the method for successful distinction
of the molecularly induced Balmer emission contribution in
detached conditions. The agreement also suggests that the
AMJUEL and H2VIBR reaction rates for H provide a reas-
onable approximation of the molecular processes also in D
plasmas both in terms of calculations of the distribution of
the vibrationally excited states and the molecularly induced
emission. It is emphasized that an accurate re-production of
the experimental data in figure 7 was not an expectation, as no
attempt was made to match the divertor densities between the
simulations and the experiment in [20].

If H− ions are included in the calculation of emission from
the simulation output, the molecularly induced Hα emission
fraction in figure 7 remains above 60% at the low end of the
studied Te,osp range instead of following the steep decrease
observed both in the experimental data and the EDGE2D-
EIRENE predictions without the consideration of H−. This
supports the previously postulated exclusion of the negative
ions in analysis of D plasmas.

5. Experimental inference of molecular divertor
density during detachment

The estimates of the molecularly induced Balmer Dα and
Dγ emission discussed in the previous section were used to

experimentally infer the molecular divertor density within
the Balmer emission regions with the methodology described
in section 2.2. The analysis discussed here expands the res-
ults presented in [41] as demonstration of the method at the
outer strike point—revisited here in section 5.2—to the diver-
tor volume in 2D. The inferred molecular densities are also
compared to the estimates of the electron and atomic diver-
tor densities, obtained as solutions of the same optimization
process. The introduction of the fmol,α and fmol,γ variables in
the optimization model was found to have a minimal effect
on the estimated ne due to the constraints set upon it with
the help of the line-integrated spectroscopic measurements.
Instead, the nat estimate was found to expectedly deviate par-
tially from the results presented in [20], as will be demon-
strated in section 5.3.

5.1. Spatial distribution of molecular density

The electron density is observed to increase in a small volume
within approximately 5 cm of the outer strike point with
decreasing Te,osp before peaking at the strike point at Te,osp ≈
1.0 eV. Further decrease in the divertor temperature is met
with extension and flattening of the ne distribution towards
the X-point and ultimately a formation of a high-density peak
above the X-point in deep detachment, as visualized by the
2D estimates in figure 8 and the poloidal profiles in figure 9(a),
obtained in a similar fashion as in figure 5. The latter is suppor-
ted by the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in figure 9(d). Sim-
ilarly, the atomic density in figures 8(d)–(f) and 9(b) and (e) is
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Figure 9. Experimental estimates (a)–(c) and EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions (d)–(f) of poloidal profiles of the electron (a), (d), atomic (b),
(e) and molecular (c), (f) densities at Te,osp ≈ 10.0 eV (blue), Te,osp ≈ 1.3 eV (red), Te,osp ≈ 1.0 eV (green), Te,osp ≈ 0.8 eV (magenta) and
Te,osp ≈ 0.5 eV (cyan). The∆l coordinate measures the distance from the outer strike point (∆l= 0) along the path illustrated in figure 4.
The vertical black dashed line marks the location of the X-point along the path.

found to first increase near the strike point and extend upstream
with decreasing Te,osp, while remaining primarily below the
X-point. A detailed discussion on the evolution of the ne and
nat distributions during the detachment process can be found in
[20], while the effect of considering the molecularly induced
emission on the estimate of nat is investigated in section 5.3.

Unlike ne and nat, figures 8(g)–(i) and 9(c) and f show
the molecular density distribution consistently peaking at the
outer strike point and extending only 5–10 cm upstream at all
divertor temperatures. Here, the presented nmol is inferred from
the Dα emission, while the Dγ emission provides approxim-
ately similar estimates with significantly higher uncertainties
due to the lower molecularly induced emission contribu-
tions, as demonstrated in section 5.2. The molecular dens-
ity is observed to increase monotonously with decreasing
Te,osp, locally reaching values comparable to the upstream-
shifted electron density both in the experimental analysis
and the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions in figures 9(c) and f,
respectively.

Comparison between figures 5 and 9 reveals significantly
closer qualitative resemblance between the spatial character-
istics of the divertor nmol and the molecularly induced Balmer
Dα emission component than between nmol and either the
experimentally recorded emission around 602.0 nm or the
Fulcher-α emission calculated from EDGE2D-EIRENE out-
put. The similarity is expected in the experimental analysis in
which nmol is inferred from the Balmer emission component

alone but is supported also by the EGDE2D-EIRENE pre-
dictions for which both of the studied emission contributions
are calculated based on nmol. This indicates that distinguish-
ing the molecularly induced Balmer emission from the purely
atomic Balmer emission provides improved capabilities for
observing molecules in the divertor plasma in comparison to
the established spectroscopic measurements of the Fulcher
band emission, even if the Fulcher-α emission was success-
fully distinguished from the bremsstrahlung contribution.

5.2. Evolution of nmol at outer strike point during detachment

As suggested by the poloidal profiles in figures 9(c) and 10(a)
shows themolecular density increasing at the outer strike point
with decreasing Te,osp. The molecules emerge at low temper-
atures of Te,osp < 2.0 eV with more noticeable increase at
Te,osp < 1.0 eV below the roll-over temperature of the target
ion current. At the lowest temperatures, nmol increases by a
factor of 3–5 between Te,osp = 0.7 eV and Te,osp = 0.5 eV, but
the data is affected by large uncertainties due to the sensit-
ivity of the production rate of the H+

2 ions to changes in Te
in this range, as visualized in figure 2(f). The ratio between
the molecular and electron densities at the outer strike point
in figure 10(b) suggests nmol reaching 30%–50% of the mag-
nitude of ne, as the strike point temperature decreases to
Te,osp ≈ 0.7 eV, and increasing steeply to equal it at Te,osp <
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Figure 10. Molecular density (a) and its ratio to the electron density
(b) at the outer strike point inferred experimentally from the
molecularly induced Dα (blue) and Dγ (red) emission with
comparison to EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions (cyan) as functions of
the outer strike point electron temperature. The shaded areas
represent the error estimates of the experimentally inferred nmol. The
outer target ion current (grey) is presented in (a) in arbitrary units as
a guideline for the detachment process. Note the logarithmic x axes.
Adapted from [41]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

0.6 eV. As noted above, however, the uncertainties of the ana-
lysis are large at the lowest temperatures.

The molecular densities inferred separately from Dα and
Dγ emissions agree within their uncertainties in figure 10(a),
albeit the Dγ data shows significantly wider scatter and lar-
ger uncertainties at Te,osp = 0.7–1.0 eV. This is due to the
decreased accuracy of the optimization of the molecularly
induced emission fraction and the consequently larger relat-
ive uncertainties of the data for low emission contributions
typical to Dγ , as demonstrated in [41]. The reasonable agree-
ment between the nmol estimates, inferred from the independ-
ent and unconstrained estimates for the molecularly induced
Dα and Dγ emission fractions is, nevertheless, a supportive
sign of the performance of the optimization model in success-
fully finding solutions for the latter.

The EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations predict molecular
densities within the uncertainties of the experimental analysis
at the outer strike point in figure 10(a), albeit the simulations
following the low end of the experimental data at Te,osp <
1.0 eV, remaining approximately a factor of 2 below the bulk
of the data points. However, also the simulated electron dens-
ity was found to remain a factor of 2–4 below the experi-
mental estimate at the outer strike point in [20], rendering dir-
ect quantitative comparison of the densities infeasible between
the experiments and the simulations. When this difference
is primitively considered by investigating the nmol,osp

ne,osp
ratio in

figure 10(b), the agreement within experimental uncertainties

remains, but the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions suggest on
average slightly higher molecular densities with respect to the
local electron density.

5.3. Effect of molecularly induced emission on estimate of
atomic density

In [20], it was postulated that the molecularly induced emis-
sion, previously unaccounted for, led to overestimation of the
atomic density. Due to ne and Te being constrained by the line-
integrated spectroscopic measurements in the optimization
process, the molecularly induced emission was considered to
be likely misinterpreted as an increase in the electron-impact
excitation component via an increase in nat for which similar
constraints do not exist. The hypothesis was tested by compar-
ing the nat solutions of the amended model presented here to
the estimates given by the original model in [20], as well as
by performing the optimization with and without the inclu-
sion of the fmol,α and fmol,γ variables using synthetic emis-
sion calculated from the EDGE2D-EIRENE simulation out-
puts, including the molecularly induced emission contribution
in both cases.

As expected, a decrease by up to a factor of 2 is observed
in the experimental nat estimate at the outer strike point in
figure 11(a), when the molecularly induced emission is con-
sidered in the optimization model. The effect is the strongest
at Te,osp = 0.9–1.2 eV on both sides of the roll-over of the
target ion current, when the molecularly induced emission
is at its strongest, but at Te,osp < 0.9 eV, no difference is
observed between the estimates with and without the inclu-
sion of the fmol,α and fmol,γ variables. This is partly attributed
to the decrease in themolecularly induced emission in figure 6,
but is most likely due to the contribution of the electron-
impact excitation component—the only emission component
with an nat dependence in equation (1)—decreasing to insig-
nificantly low levels with decreasing Te,osp in figure 11(b).
The reliability of the nat estimate in detached conditions is
thus uncertain.

Similar examination with synthetic emission from
EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations in figures 11(c) and d shows
an approximately identical effect as in the experimental ana-
lysis with a corresponding factor-of-2 decrease in the nat estim-
ate near the roll-over of Φot and agreement of the estimates
between the original and amended models at the lowest tem-
peratures. Despite the observed decrease in the nat estimate,
a comparison to the true outer strike point nat taken directly
from the EDGE2D-EIRENE output in figure 11(c) indicates
overestimation of the local nat by up to a factor of 3 in the
optimization model. While the nat estimated from the syn-
thetic emission is found to agree within its uncertainties with
the reference at Te,osp > 1.4 eV, when the relative contribu-
tion of the excitation component exceeds 5% in figure 11(d),
the remaining overestimation at low temperatures underlines
the significant challenges in extracting information on atomic
densities at detachment-relevant low temperatures with the
emission dominated by recombination.
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Figure 11. Estimates of the atomic density (a), (c) obtained with optimization models with (blue) and without (red) the inclusion of the
fmol,α and fmol,γ variables together with the fraction of the electron-impact excitation component in the total Dα emission intensity (b), (d) at
the outer strike point as functions of the strike point electron temperature in the experimental analysis (a), (b) and the EDGE2D-EIRENE
simulations (c), (d). The shaded areas in (a), (c) represent the error estimates of the experimentally inferred nat, and the green curve in (c)
provides true local nat,osp reference directly from the EDGE2D-EIRENE output. The outer target ion current (grey) is presented in (b), (d) in
arbitrary units as a guideline for the detachment process. Note the logarithmic x axes.

6. Conclusions

Experimental distinction of the deuterium Balmer line emis-
sion contribution arising from molecular processes was
enabled by amending a previously presented optimization
model for generating 2D estimates of divertor plasma con-
ditions from tomographic reconstructions of divertor camera
images. The molecularly induced emission was further used
for inferring the molecular divertor density within the Balmer
emission regions, utilizing the AMJUEL and H2VIBR atomic
andmolecular databases. Themethodwas applied experiment-
ally in a JET L-mode density scan with the outer divertor
ranging from high-recycling conditions to deep detachment,
while indicative qualitative reference and detailed investig-
ation of the different emission components was provided
by a set of EDGE2D-EIRENE simulations which covered
the experimentally observed divertor Te range, albeit not
achieving as high divertor ne and deep detachment as in the
experiment.

The molecular processes were found to account for up
to 60%–70% of the Dα emission and 10%–20% of the Dγ

emission in the vicinity of the outer strike point at the onset
of detachment, while increased dominance of the electron-
ion recombination component was observed with deepening
detachment. The experimental estimates of the molecularly
induced emission fractions agreed primarily within uncertain-
ties with predictions calculated from the EDGE2D-EIRENE
simulation output with the available molecular reaction rates
for hydrogen, indicating physically valid performance of the
method and reasonable approximation provided by the hydro-
gen rates for describing molecular processes in deuterium

plasmas. The comparison between the experimental analysis
and the modelling was also found to support the assumed
absence of negative D− ions in deuterium plasmas despite
their predicted prominent role in hydrogen plasmas.

The derived estimates for the molecularly induced Dα and
Dγ emission contributions were found to agree on the dom-
inance of the molecular processes at the onset of detachment
with recent studies at TCV [35, 36], while providing insight
also on the development of the role of molecular processes
at deeper states of detachment. The maximum molecularly
induced emission contributions were 20%–30% lower at JET
than those observed at TCV, which was attributed to increased
fraction of reflected atoms in the recycling flux from the tung-
sten divertor of JET in comparison to the carbon divertor of
TCV, as well as an expectation of stronger role of electron-
ion recombination at the higher divertor densities of JET.

The molecular divertor density, inferred from the molecu-
larly induced Balmer emission components, was observed to
increase to the level of nmol,osp = 1–2 ×1020 m−3, when the
outer strike point temperature decreased from Te,osp ≈ 2.0 eV
to Te,osp ≈ 0.7 eV, corresponding to approximately 30%–50%
of the local electron density. At the lowest end of the stud-
ied temperature range, nmol,osp was found to increase rapidly
to equal ne,osp, albeit with the estimate being characterized
by significant uncertainties due to sensitivity of the molecu-
lar reaction rates to small changes in low Te. Agreement
within the uncertainties was observed between the molecu-
lar densities inferred from the independent solutions of estim-
ates for the molecularly induced Dα and Dγ fractions. While
a direct comparison between the experimental analysis and
the EDGE2D-EIRENE predictions was not feasible due to
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noticeable differences in the divertor ne, the two analyses
were found to agree on the nmol

ne
ratio at the outer strike point

within the uncertainties of the experimental data. In addition to
enabling the inference of nmol, the consideration of themolecu-
larly induced emission was also found to improve the estimate
of the atomic density at the onset of detachment.

The agreement between the amended experimental analysis
method and modelling predictions on the evolutions of the
molecularly induced Balmer Dα and Dγ emission components
and the molecular density estimates inferred from them indic-
ate prospects for broader range of applications of the 2D cam-
era measurements of Balmer line emission in diagnosing the
divertor plasma conditions experimentally. While the emis-
sion fractions are allowed to range freely in the optimization
process with no ties to physical models, the inference of the
molecular density is, however, prone to the assumptions made
on, e.g. the vibrational excitation of the molecules, as well as
the potential isotope effects between the available molecular
reaction rates for hydrogen and the studied deuterium plasmas.
Deeper understanding of the molecular physics with the differ-
ent isotopes of hydrogen is thus needed for further validation
of the method and, consequently, more accurate interpretation
of the divertor emission.
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